The Pain of Death
The death of our family members, whether they are of the
human-kind or animal-kind, is a painful process. When it
comes to our pets, we are completely responsible for the care
they receive near the end of their life, as well as for the final
arrangements of their bodies. The choices we face can be
overwhelming, especially since the emotional ties to our pets
are so strong and powerful.

Our goal at Pets Remembered Cremation is to help pet lovers through the difficult process of
saying goodbye, and caring for the body in a manner that will best aid people through the pain
and grief of their significant loss.
We offer personal attention to both pet lovers and their deceased pet by offering gentle and
sensitive care to each family at an affordable price. Some people want to bring their pet directly
to our pet loss facility and take time to say goodbye prior to the cremation, and even witness the
gentle placement of their pet into the crematory. Others request that we pick up their pet from
their home or vet clinic, and return the ashes directly to them. Our desire is to do whatever is
best for each family.
With respect to the cremation, we provide private,
on-at-a-time cremation only. We do not store pets
in plastic bags or a freezer, and we cremate each pet
within hours of their arrival at our facility. We are
unique in our offering of only private cremation
and a return of the ashes, in a respectable wooden
urn (not tin or cardboard), within 24 hours. Other
cremation facilities typically offer group cremation
(pets are cremated in mass) or separate cremation
(each pet is placed is a separate corner of the
crematory and done together, although there is no
guarantee that the ashes you receive are your pet’s ashes), with a typical wait time of a week to
ten days for the return of the ashes, which can prolong the anguish.
Our pet loss facility is surrounded by green trees and shrubs. It is clean and our doors are
always open for you to come and see what we are about, especially prior to your pet’s death so
you can have peace of mind knowing that you, and your pet, will be well cared for when the
time comes.
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The Pain of Death
Our backgrounds have prepared us well to be
sensitive and caring in your time of need. Skip
has thirty years of experience as a funeral
director. Carol has over twenty years of
experience as a pastor and hospice chaplain.
We have found that the death of a pet is often
as significant of a loss to people as human
members of their family, and we want to help
people through their time of loss as best we can
to give them peace of mind.
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